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The 3rd-5th Grade Musical is TONIGHT!!!! The students have been working very hard putting
this show together, and we can’t wait for you all to see it! The show starts at 6:30, and the

students should meet in our classroom at 6:15. If you are coming earlier than 6:15, please keep
your student with you. Please refer to the powerpoint I sent that highlights the different outfits

that the students can wear!

Computers
Congratulations Charlie for finishing the
beginners typing lessons!

Everyone is working on a final project entitled
‘Summer Fun’. It is a google slides assignment
where they use all the skills we learned this
year, including a drawing. (The drawings I
have seen so far are pretty amazing!)

The presentation will include a title slide and 5
destination slides. The sky's the limit on the 5
destinations they need to include.

Math
Keep checking those math papers! Many
students are struggling borrowing over two
digits. We reviewed quite a bit this week - but
practice at home will be helpful.

Our last Math Assessment will be next
Thursday.

Science

Reading
Slowly but surely, we WILL finish these
novels! :) Musical practice this week has
stolen some of our reading time, making it
difficult to meet with reading groups as often
as I’d like. Next week is a normal week–no
musical practice, wax museum, chapel
practice, or anything like that! I will be
meeting with every group almost every day,
so please check in with your student to make
sure they are on top of their reading
homework. Let’s finish strong!

Language Arts
This week, we did lots of proofreading
practice, and we reviewed synonyms and
antonyms. Next week, we’ll be doing a variety
of reviews. We’ll touch on contractions once
again, as well as compound words,
homophones, and homographs.

Writing
We have started on our character trait rough
drafts! This short writing project consists of
three paragraphs: what the word patience
means to us, a story of someone in the Bible
that has shown patience, and how we can
show patience in our lives. These final copies
will be added to their Messiah character trait
books!



continued...

Religion
This week we wrapped up our study of
Biblical people that have shown patience.
There are SO many people to choose from,
we had a hard time sticking to five options! As
we studied and discussed, we noticed a lot of
common themes between these people. None
of them had perfect lives–they all had their
own trials. Yet they ALL trusted God’s timing
over their own ideas!

Memory Work
Galatians 5:22-23 - But the fruit of the Spirit
is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness,
goodness, faithfulness, gentleness and
self-control. Against such things there is no
law.

Spanish
We’ve been doing all of our Spanish on
Duolingo this week, and will continue to do
so through the rest of the year. It has been
fun to watch the students ‘choose their own
adventure’, so to speak. They get to choose
what Spanish topic they want to focus on,
and they can also choose if they want to
touch on many different topics, or dive deep
into one or two.

Social Studies
We’re cruising right along in our Government
Unit! So far, we’ve covered why governments
are important, the three levels, the
Constitution, and the three branches. Next
week, we’ll learn about taxes, important
symbols, and we’ll review important
vocabulary and concepts. Our government
test will be next Friday, May 20th. This will
wrap up Social Studies for the YEAR! Wow!

Spelling
Last week!!! We’re finishing with some more
commonly misspelled words. Week 33: thought,
before, beautiful, caught, usually, clothes, scared,
swimming, about, happened, started, which,
stopped, presents, morning, around


